Comparison of two sequential extraction procedures for heavy metal partitioning in mine tailings.
This study aimed at elucidating the fractionation of Cd, Zn and Pb in mine tailings and evaluating the extraction selectivity of different extractants--and thus the efficiency of two sequential extraction procedures. For the purpose of figuring out the applicability of different sequential extraction procedures (SEP's) in Cd, Zn and Pb fractionation in mine tailings, two SEP's (i) modified BCR and (ii) Tessier's scheme were applied to mine tailings (new as well as old). To compare the results obtained by two methods having different number of fractions (four and five respectively), the fractions were rearranged into four "equivalent fractions" defined as acid soluble, reducible, oxidisable and residual. Systematic variations in the "reducible" fraction, i.e. the content of metal in the reducible fractions obtained by Tessier's procedure were, in general, higher than those obtained by BCR scheme. This may be attributed to stronger conditions used in Tessier's scheme to extract this fraction. This shows that the fractions are only empirically (operationally) defined and are not totally exclusive to the specified mineral phase. Percentages of Cd, Zn and Pb extracted in the organic fraction by modified BCR scheme were always higher than those obtained by Tessier's scheme. Based on the fractionation results by both the schemes, it appears that as compared to Cd and Zn, Pb has lower extraction yield in old tailings as compared to new tailings in organic/sulphides bound fraction. This can be explained by the formation of secondary Pb minerals of low solubility, formed by the oxidation of sulphides in old tailings as a result of weathering. Speciation data indicate that Cd has the greatest affinity in the acid soluble fraction, Pb is associated with the reducible fraction and Zn is incorporated into the residual fraction (crystalline silicate matrices) irrespective of the solid matrix type. The metal associations in the oxidizable fraction appear to be matrix specific, i.e., Zn dominates this fraction in new tailings and Pb in old tailings.